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this mod is meant to bring more depth to the survival game, and therefore enable you to do a lot more with minecraft. it adds new recipes that allow you to create new items that have been created by adding blocks to other blocks. in addition, you can also go into the game and create your own blocks to be used for other creations. it also enables you to create
different kinds of portals. in addition, the mod adds in a new world type, which is known as the biome (for the lack of a better term). this is meant to give you a very different type of game, and can really change up the way that you play. it also gives you a new method of mining, which is a great addition to the mod. this mod allows you to alter the way that minecraft

looks by adding in different types of materials and changing the color of your world. it also includes a new type of crafting recipe known as a blueprint, which you can use to create new items. it also adds in a new ore, which is known as fossil. this ore can be used to create gemstone ore, which is a new type of ore that can be used to make gemstones. the sky
textures are also one of the most notable features this shaders pack has to offer. the clouds commonly seen in vanilla are pixelated and scattered as if from a predesigned pattern. in this shaders pack, clouds look thin, whispy, and mobilecomparable to the clouds seen just out your window. looking skyward with this shaders pack will replace those yellow squares with

a living image of real clouds. while such realistic clouds may seem to stick out from the traditional pixel aesthetic minecraft has, the two aspects complement each other quite well. this is most likely due to how sonic ethers shaders overhaul almost everything else about the game, and real clouds go great with real sunshine. real weather is excellent proof of this.
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